How small businesses use AT&T mobile solutions to get the connectivity, applications, and support that help keep them moving.

From rugged, field-purpose devices with push-to-talk to the sleekest smartphones and tablets that support the latest application and connectivity.

- More than just a phone — Access your business resources (calendar, employee portal, sales tools) no matter where your business takes you.
- AT&T AccessoryLAN — A network-based service that helps you manage scalability, productivity, and security for 4G-based devices, gain powerful management tools and protection for your business data and devices.
- Scalable purchase options, business data rate plans and device protection — AT&T AccessoryLAN is available in two packages: one with a limited-time, one with a long-term plan for a lower cost. Gain access to a variety of simple, flexible, and affordable mobile computing options.

Supported by a network you can trust. Tools to run point-of-sale processes, scheduling, customer engagement, and more.

- Mobile point-of-sale (POS) — Streamline check-out and purchases with tablets. Help your employees process transactions more quickly or even enable self-checkout options for your customers.
- Virtual browsing/catalogue — Virtually display the full breadth of your inventory to customers via tablets. Employees can keep tabs on availability, specifications, and more.
- Customer-engagement/communication — Tablets allow you to access social media networks, email applications and online forums. This empowering tool can be repurposed to respond to online customer inquiries, access information, or engage with customers in real-time.

Data-only, enterprise-grade cellular plans designed to keep businesses connected to critical applications for a variety of use cases.

- Remote pop-up connectivity — Need to set up a new location rapidly or support a temporary outlet at a convention? AT&T cellular service can be used as a quick, highly secure connection to business resources while in the field.
- Fallon More — AT&T Wireless Broadband can also provide a broadband connection that gives you access to the wireless network during a high-speed internet service outage.
- Cost-effective alternative — Many small businesses find AT&T Wireless Broadband a cost-effective and timely alternative high-speed Internet service where it is unavailable.

A portfolio of devices, from monitors and theft mitigation sensors to GPS and analytical tools, to help your business move forward.

- Asset management — You have business-critical assets — our IoT solutions can help you track, monitor, and manage these valuables in real-time. When and where you need it.
- Fleet management — Your fleet of vehicles does important work for your business and you need to know where they are — how your drivers are performing and be proactive in maintaining them. With the right solution you can get that information — keeping your business running and on the road.
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